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Cocino del Barrio tapas!



1. Definition 2. Key Drivers 3. Delivery

Our learning pathway:

Your thoughts, ideas 
and questions



Definition
What microlearning is and is not



What is 
microlearning?



Definition: Brief instructive nuggets contributing to a larger 
learning objective to prime, support, or extend learning; typically 
delivered digitally and on-demand.

What it is
 Formal, informal, or incidental
 Short (but how short?)
 Focused
 Best utilized for readiness, elaboration, 

and practice

What it’s not
 mLearning (that m is for mobile)
 Just info – has to contribute to an LO
 Useful for acquiring complex skills, 

complex processes, or behaviors

Microlearning
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Source: Sahana Chattopadhyay  



Micro Strengths
Prime / Support / Extend Learning

• Readiness (pre-assessment or prep-to-learn activity)
• Topics that require repetition (language learning or 

facts)
• Product/Program features (how to get the most out of 

X)
• Info nuggets (best practices, drip tips, “try this”)
• Simple processes & procedures (5 ways to X)
• Tutorials (CPR demo clip)
• Case study presentation (problem solving, elaboration 

exercise)
• Performance support (practice tool, job aid)



But what about informal 
microlearning?



So your friend invites you to 
participate in a pinup contest…





Just because micro assets are available 
doesn’t mean learning happens.



Just because micro assets are available 
doesn’t mean learning happens.

• Level of complexity (how nuanced is this new 
knowledge?)

• Level of learner (how much do they already know?)

• Appropriate sequencing (how does content build to 
result in understanding?)

And content must be understood within a knowledge context.



Drivers
The key drivers of the microlearning movement that 
change our assumptions about learner-consumers





Untethered
Expectation: I want to access content no matter where I am.



On Demand
Expectation: I want to access what I want, when I want it, how I want it.



Collaborative
Expectation: I am a micro content producer. I create, consume, and share.



Empowered
Expectation: I self-direct my learning!



Attention Span?



Attention Span?



Delivery
One model for effectively delivering microlearning



Learning Pathways



Source: Sahana Chattopadhyay  



Learning Pathways Challenge!



Example Challenge:

Design a learning pathway 
coordinating at least 4 
microlearning touch points with 
a one hour session on 
microlearning at the Minnesota 
eLearning Summit.



Consider The Options:

Options:
• Quizlet
• Blogging
• Educreations app
• Podcast / Soundcloud
• Interaction / Voicethread
• Vlog or video interview
• Demo
• Tweet Chat



Now You Try!
Your challenge: Design a learning pathway of 4 
microlearning touch points contributing to your 
learning objectives for your target learner.

1. Form a group; select a topic one of you 
work on

2. Select a learning objective for the topic 
you’ve selected

3. Construct a learning pathway for a 
before-during-after experience using 3-4 
microlearning touch points.
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